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Can more of a pulsed wind lidar’s out-put data be used to get more accurateresults and increased coverage?
This is a summary of the “Filtering lidar data” we-binar given by Rogier Floors and Leonardo Alcay-aga on 7 April 2020 in the IEA Wind Task 32 we-binar series. It represents the authors’ opinions.

Wind lidar and other wind measurement devices of-ten report a range of data metrics in the output files. Itis sometimes tempting to use these data as filters.
One metric often used for filtering is the Carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). The CNR of a pulsed lidar indicatesthe relative strength of the signal versus backgroundnoise. It depends, among other things, on the backs-catter properties of the atmosphere, the range, and thestrength of the laser used in the lidar device [1]. There-fore, care must be taken to select appropriate CNRlevels and not systematically exclude data.
This paper has two main threads. Firstly, the authorsoutline the effect of data selection on the wind clima-tology using ground-based profiling pulsed lidars, andhow this might be mitigated. And, they present a wayto achieve better spatial coverage by applying a filter-ing algorithm that uses several metrics.

How to determine wind climatology from
profiling lidar

Wind climatologies are sensitive to data availability.Therefore the choice of CNR threshold for 10-minutemean wind speeds can impact the wind climatology.
Data collected at the FINO3 platform in the NorthSea was recently used to quantify this effect [2]. Whenthe Carrier-to-Noise-Ratio (CNR) threshold value isincreased, the wind speed distribution is shifted tohigher values (Fig. 1).
The factory setting of the CNR threshold for thislong-range lidar was -35 dB. The data availability fromthis CNR threshold gives the lowest annual mean windspeed estimate using the range gate at 126 m. Themean wind speed increases to ≈13 m s−1 when the fil-

Figure 1: The effect of lidar CNR limits on the observed wind
climatology at the FINO 3 platform. Data are for one year. The

standard error is shown by dashed lines.

tering threshold is set to -17 dB. The mean wind speedfrom the cup anemometer measured at 90 m shows avery similar increase, showing that the bias is not in-duced by the lidar, but is a consequence of data avail-
ability. Finally, filtering by requiring that data exceeda CNR threshold at all range gates from 126 to 626 mresults in an even stronger effect, because data thatfulfill this criterion at all heights are rare.

This effect of CNR threshold on data was also ob-served for both short- and long-range vertical profilersand for scanning lidars (see Fig. 10 in [2] or the webinarpresentation [3] for more examples). The effects de-scribed here are hard to detect from e.g. a scatter plotcomparison between a lidar and a met mast mountedcup anemometer: there may be a perfect correlationbetween the two, but the climatological wind speed atthe same location can still be different when the meas-urements do not cover 100% of the period. This isbecause lower CNR values apparently correlate withlower wind speeds. The physical mechanism for thiscorrelation was not investigated, but it was present indata collected in Germany, Denmark, and Greenland.
For more information see the webinar presentation[3] or the publication [2].
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Increasing spatial coverage
Long-range pulsed lidars tend to show lower CNRvalues at longer ranges. So, using CNR as a filter wouldreduce availability with increasing range. This can re-duce the spatial coverage of scanning lidars.
But, this filtering may be unreasonably reducing dataavailability. For example, the distribution of the line-of-sight wind speed (VLOS ) in Figure 2 shows appar-ently reasonable values, even for low CNR.

Figure 2: Sometimes low-CNR data at longer ranges still have
reasonable VLOS values. These data can be lost if a CNR

threshold is used. (Colours indicates data density; red areas
have more data than blue)

What other quality indicators could be used?
One useful indicator is the smoothness of the line-

of-sight wind speed; a good VLOS field should be con-tinuous in the spatial domain. Therefore, a median fil-ter can be used to detect “bad” data [4]. This is fastand efficient when the proper moving median windowand filtering threshold are selected.
Another indicator is data self-similarity. Lidar datacan be thought of as multi-dimensional data sets –described by e.g., spatial location, CNR, and windspeed – where reliable measurements cluster together[5]. These clusters become clearer as more dimensionsare included, and can be detected using a clusteringalgorithm like DBSCAN [6]. DBSCAN detects coher-ent groups of data of arbitrary shape, separating themfrom the sparse observations associated with “noisydata”. Selecting relevant data features in DBSCAN in-creases the data availability [7] and the spatial cover-age (Fig. 3). The DBSCAN classification parameters ad-just automatically and so there is no need to define athreshold for any feature.
For more information see the webinar presentation[8], or the related publication [7].

(a) The unfiltered scan data includes noisy data at farther
ranges. The red and blue blobs are extreme values and indicate

regions of noisy data.

(b) The choice of filter can impact coverage. The background
data has been filtered using DBSCAN. The grey contour shows
the furthest range achieved using a CNR threshold of -24db.

Figure 3: Filtering strategies affect spatial coverage.
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Summary and Implementation
To minimize the impacts of the effect of thresholdfiltering on the mean wind speed, one needs to achievea data availability that is as high as possible. How thiscan be done depends on your goals:

• when interested in winds at hub height don’t in-clude measurement from heights above that, as theCNR tends to decrease with range and also thenumber of aerosols tends to decrease with height,thereby decreasing the data recovery rate.• when interested in wind shear make sure to have ahigh (>95%) and similar availability at all heights, be-cause the filtered mean wind speed depends on dataavailability which generally decreases with height(Fig. 1).• When availability is decreased by filtering with ahigher CNR threshold, compare the mean windspeed at the same range gate before and after thefiltering to make sure they are similar.
To maximize the spatial coverage and data quality ofretrievals from scanning lidars, one needs to go bey-ond CNR as the only quality parameter. Instead, VLOSand spatial information, and filtering techniques of in-creasing complexity can be used. When using thesetechniques, consider the following:

• First use a simpler and faster approach based onsmoothness, such as a median-like filter on VLOS .• Check the statistics of the recovered data. Thiscould include comparing the distribution of VLOSagainst high CNR data (particularly the tails).• The moving-median window size and threshold val-ues used in median filters must be tuned.• If the results are not satisfactory (e.g., tails inthe distribution of VLOS are still heavier comparedto high CNR data, there is evidence of noise, orchanges in atmospheric conditions requires con-stant tuning of filter parameters), then a classifica-tion/clustering method based on data density mayhelp.
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This webinar summary was published by IEA Wind Task 32 to ac-company a webinar that took place on 7 April 2020. The informa-tion presented here is the opinion of the authors.The International Energy Agency is anautonomous organisation which worksto ensure reliable, affordable and cleanenergy for its 30 member countries andbeyond. The IEA Wind TechnologyCollaboration Programme supports thework of 38 independent, internationalgroups of experts that enable govern-ments and industries from around theworld to lead programmes and projectson a wide range of energy technologiesand related issues.
IEA Wind Task 32 exists to identify andmitigate the barriers to the deploymentof wind lidar for wind energy applica-tions.
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